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Please see previous notes for tools mentioned.

Platform Analysis
All are web based, most have widgets, some have extra ‘pro’ web stuff, like custom JavaScript etc.
All that have been mentioned are very similar.

BuildFire
Good:
- Very good education template
- Pricing
- Push notification
- Lots of people using them
- Solid editor

Bad:
- Website seems a bit BuzzWord bingo-ey

Shoutem
Good:
- Lots of templates
- Enterprise options (they’ll do it for you)

Bad:
- Not very good examples that they champion

appery.io
Good:
- More developer friendly
- Windows phone
- Stand alone databases

Bad:
- More developer friendly (see what I did there? Both good an bad, depending)
- Weird pricing structure and what you get available
- Cumbersome editing at times

AppMachine
Good:
• WYSIWYG editor looks clean.
• Can add 'Pro' and 'Logic' stuff, which I guess it just more web things.
• Submitting the app take care of.
• Windows phone and tablet
• They have curated alot of examples of there apps, some descent examples.

• The one I use in the Case Study
• Quite cheap!
• Hand holding.

Bad:
- Similar as other platforms
- additional costs not very well explained/incorporated

http://appery.io


GoodBarber
Good:
Ultra simplistic

Bad:
Ultra simplistic (again, see what I did there?)

AppMakr

A bad example, don’t touch, specially not AppMakr - Schools

Once again, avoid places that are tailored for just education, unless you have a recommendation. 
That includes agencies and the continuum between them and platforms.

Case Study
Franklin School - Peter Strumolo, random school in New Jersey

Uses AppMachine (not an endorsement by any means!)

Screenshots *not* remotely up to date with the look and feel of the app, including navigation.

Platforms still need to work with the app stores, some do this better than others.

Functional app, does a few things quite well.

Some things don’t work or are too ambitious.

Next to no design help…


